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Chapter 1: Before You Begin
This document describes how to deploy and extend the Healthcare Industry Foundation
(HCIF) Version 7.7 SP1 for initial production use.

Who Should Read This Document?


Business Managers — responsible for evaluating the Foundation and possess a general, nontechnical understanding of its features and capabilities.



Project Managers / Business Analysts — responsible for implementing a Foundation that
can be applied to specific business requirements, and ensures compliance and continuous
improvement across organizations.



System Architects / Application Developers — responsible for building, maintaining,
modifying, and extending the Foundation.



System and Database Administrators — responsible for the installation, security, and
ongoing operational functions of the Foundation such as access, tuning, and troubleshooting.
These users are presumed to be experienced with system operations.

What Is the Healthcare Industry Foundation?
Built for healthcare organizations, the Healthcare Industry Foundation (HCIF) provides a
healthcare-specific foundation and data model for rapid creation and deployment of
SmartBPM™ solutions that deliver productivity, spur growth, and ensure compliance.
Healthcare organizations can leverage HCIF to:


Develop applications that dramatically extend the capabilities of existing systems such as
claims, billing, enrollment, membership, and provider networks



Revitalize legacy applications



Address new market opportunities in a fraction of the time required by more traditional
development environments

It includes core features and functions that accelerate the development of personalized
solutions for a payer organization’s biggest challenges in areas such as medical
management, billing, provider contracting, provider credentialing, and consumer directed
healthcare. The Foundation supports frequent change and extension into new areas as the
needs of the business change.
HCIF contains the following application layers:


PegaHC — Healthcare Foundation (baseline)



PegaHCLP – Healthcare Foundation Landing Pages



PegaHealthCodes – Healthcare Common Codes RuleSet



PegaHCEDI – HIPAA X12 EDI Message
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PegaHCAGM — Appeals and Grievance Management



PegaX12 – Common X12 Messaging



PegaX124010 — HIPAA X12 4010 Messaging



PegaX125010 — HIPAA X12 5010 Messaging



PegaHL7 – HL7 Messaging

PegaHC — Healthcare Foundation Layer
This baseline layer contains the common healthcare object model, a sample organizational
model and simulated sample data for end user functions. This layer is required for all
healthcare Foundation layers. Key features include:

HIPAA-Enabled Healthcare Data Model


Support of the healthcare data element dictionary (supporting all nine HIPAA EDI Transactions)



An object-based class structure for common objects (member, provider, policy, authorization,
service, claim, claim line, enrollment, broker, plan sponsor, claim payment, and premium
payment)



HIPAA-mandated property list validations (such as codes for claim status, remark, rejection
reason, and individual relationship)



Work party setup for subscriber, member, provider, plan sponsor, broker, and agency



Prompt-Select and Dynamic Selection of HTML property attributes

Foundation Starter Kit


A common organization hierarchical setup including divisions and units such as Customer
Service, Utilization Management, Provider Network Services, Claims, Compliant Management,
and Enrollment.



A common-object search and display function for members, providers, policies, claims, and
authorizations.



Sample data instances for common objects used for rapidly demonstrating workflow processes
without having to rely on external databases.

PegaHCLP — Healthcare Foundation Landing Pages
The PegaHCLP RuleSet contains all rules associated with the Landing page(s) available with
the Foundation. The Landing page(s) provide access to commonly used administrative
functions (like loading Codes Set Data) as well as links to demonstrate the sample
functionality included in the various layers of the Foundation.
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PegaHealthCodes — Healthcare Common Codes RuleSet Layer
The Healthcare Common Codes functionality, previously available in the PegaHC foundation
layer, has been extracted into an independent rule set called PegaHealthCodes. This
enables re-use of the Common Codes RuleSet by other Pega Foundation Groups.
The RuleSet provides the data structures, lookup, and maintenance of the following
common healthcare code sets:


CPT – Current Procedural Terminology Code Set



HCPCS – Healthcare Common Procedure Coding System



NDC – National Drug Code



GCN – Generic Code Number



ICD 9 – International Classification of Diseases v9



ICD 10 – International Classification of Diseases v10

For additional details, refer to the Healthcare Common Codes Business Use Case Guide
included on your media.

PegaHCEDI — Healthcare X12 EDI Layer
This layer contains the rules for processing two paired request-response X12 messages for
Eligibility Request and Response (270/271) and Claim Status Request and Response
(276/277). It leverages the X12 processing layer described below for accepting and parsing
an inbound X12 270 and 276 messages. The functionality supports the new 5010 version of
the X12 EDI Standard.
The parsed messages are mapped to work objects and processed against sample business
rules leveraging the sample data in the foundation layer. Corresponding response messages
(271 and 277 respectively) are automatically generated.
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PegaHCAGM — Appeals and Grievance Management Layer
This layer provides a working configuration that you can immediately begin to use to
interface with your existing information systems and add personalization to prebuilt
workflows. This layer manages complaints received from members and other interested
parties (authorized representatives, providers, and third parties such as independent review
entities). It provides the capability to create, manage, and resolve new cases for both
appeals and grievances. Key features include:


Automated creation of the grievance case and capture of the required information including the
requestor party and the grievance reason



Assignment of urgency status (standard or expedited)



Assignment of an owner



Automated creation of the appeal case and capture of the required information including the
requestor party, appeal level, appeal category, and service and/or claim information



Service level monitoring to ensure timely processing

PegaX12 — HIPAA X12 4010 Common Messaging Layer
This application layer contains the HIPAA X12 Reference Implementation for processing X12
transactions for the 4010 version of the standard. Key features include:


Structured class model to support HIPAA EDI transaction segments and properties within those
segments



An automated process for EDI transaction file input



Parsing and mapping of the following three EDI transactions to their relevant segments and
properties within the data segments


837P – Healthcare Professional Claim



837I – Healthcare Institutional Claim



834 – Healthcare Benefit Enrollment and Maintenance



278 – Healthcare Service Review Request (Authorization Request)



270 / 271 – Healthcare Eligibility Request and Response



276 / 277 – Healthcare Claims Status Request and Response
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PegaX125010 — HIPAA X12 5010 Messaging Layer
This application layer contains the HIPAA X12 Reference Implementation for processing X12
transactions for the upcoming 5010 version of the standard. Key features include:


Structured class model to support HIPAA EDI transaction segments and properties within those
segments



An automated process for EDI transaction file input



Parsing and mapping of the following three EDI transactions to their relevant segments and
properties within the data segments


837P – Healthcare Professional Claim



837I – Healthcare Institutional Claim



837D – Healthcare Dental Claim



270 / 271 – Healthcare Eligibility Request and Response



276 / 277 – Healthcare Claims Status Request and Response



834 – Healthcare Benefit Enrollment and Maintenance

PegaHL7 — Health Level 7 Messages
Health Level 7 (HL7) is an ANSI-accredited standard for exchanging electronic health
information between medical applications. This standard defines a format for the
transmission of health-related information that supports clinical practice and the
management delivery and evaluation of health services. Information sent using the HL7
standard is sent as a collection of one or more messages, each of which transmits one
record or item of health-related information.
PegaHL7 RuleSet supports v2.2 and 2.3 of the messaging standard and is configured
support the real-time and batch intake of ADT (Admission Discharge Transfer) messages
(Events) and map the different events to a work object for processing. The system also
generates an Acknowledgement message for each Event. The configured rules provide the
ability to receive HL7 V2.2/ V2.3 Message(s), process the received message(s) and display
the message(s) to the user. This RuleSet provides backward compatibility and easy
customization of the application for new versions. Key features include:


Receiving the input by simulating message intake from the portal using one or more preconfigured sample messages stored in the system or uploading an HL7 message file from a
designated system folder (using File Listener Rules)



Parsing of the input file and creating work object(s)



Displaying the parsed message to the user in a readable format



Attaching the Acknowledgment and Input Message to the work object



Providing an option to the user for viewing and comparing the Input and Acknowledgment
message



Providing a portal for the manager to view reports
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Your Foundation and Process Commander
PegaRULES Process Commander contains a rules engine, database, processing logic, and
functions — providing the base upon which Foundations are built. Foundations are layered,
making use of underlying technology instead of reinventing process flows. Additional flows
and rules are contained in the Foundation layer and support application-specific functions
(such as contact management or customer service). The rules you modify when extending
the Foundation are at the top level, as they supersede the Foundation defaults.

Because foundations all share the same underlying technology, configuration processes
(such as creating accounts and copying rules) are identical to those in Process Commander.
You can use the Foundation RuleSets as a starting point for extending the Foundation,
making it specific to your organizational needs.

Education and Training
Pegasystems Educational Services delivers in-depth programs that are designed, and
delivered by certified experts for those who would like additional training. Through handson, role-based training, students receive critical knowledge from professionals skilled in the
implementation of PegaRULES Process Commander solutions.
For more information about Pegasystems programs and schedules, visit us at
http://pega.com/Services/EducationalServices/Education.asp.
The Pega Developer Network (PDN), located at http://pdn.pega.com is the primary technical
resource area for the Process Commander developer community. The PDN contains a broad
range of technical articles including troubleshooting and “How-To” information and a
comprehensive and searchable knowledgebase to help developers speed their application
development. The PDN also links directly to the customer support section of pega.com
where customers can submit trouble reports and product enhancement requests.
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For information about installing or working with third-party applications, such as Microsoft
Visio, consult vendor documentation.
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Chapter 2: What is Already Set Up
This chapter describes defaults and samples that are set up and ready for your use. It is
expected that you will use these as a basis for implementing and extending the Foundation.
The topics include:


Application Rules



System Administrator Accounts



RuleSet Hierarchy



Data Classes



Work Object Naming Conventions



Default Work Groups and Workbaskets



Default Operators and Access Groups



Predefined Organizations, Divisions, and Units



Predefined Access Roles and Privileges



Predefined Work Parties



Correspondence Templates



Sample Database Model



Sample Data for Testing Purposes



Common Object Sample Data Maintenance



Industry Code Set Search and Maintenance



HIPAA-Enabled Data Model Overview

Application Rules
The Foundation contains Application Rules for the main layers (PegaHC, PegaHCAGM,
PegaHCICD10, and PegaHL7) of the Foundation. The Application rules define an ordered set
of RuleSets and versions that together identify the parts of the ‘layers’ of the Foundation. In
addition, application rules relate the application's objectives, use cases, and actors to
objects created as part of the Direct Capture of Objectives capabilities. The Access Groups
(listed later) are associated with specific Application Rules.
There are two Application Rules configured for PegaHC:


PegaHC 07-07-01 — based on the PegaHCX125010 application RuleSets leveraging the
upcoming 5010 version of X12 message processing infrastructure



PegaHC 07-07-02 — based on the PegaHCX124010 application RuleSets leveraging the 4010
version of the X12 message-processing infrastructure
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The Application Rules for other layers (PegaHCAGM & PegaHealthCodes, & PegaHL7)
leverage the PegaHC 07-07-01 Application.

System Administrator Account
The Foundation uses the following Operator IDs as default system administrator accounts.
You should change the password after logging in.
Note: Operator IDs are not case sensitive, but passwords are case sensitive.
Application

Access Group

System Administrator ID

PegaHC

PegaHC:Administrators

Administrator@MyHealthPlan

PegaHC

PegaHC:Administrators4010

4010Admin@MyHealthPlan

PegaHC

PegaHC:Administrators5010

5010Admin@MyHealthPlan

PegaHCAGM

AGM:Administrators

AGMAdmin@MyHealthPlan

PegaHL7

PegaHCHL7:Administrators

Administrator@HL7

The password for each System Administrator login is install.

RuleSet Hierarchy
You can view a list of the RuleSets in the Foundation from the Designer Studio by selecting
the

> Application > Structure > RuleSet Stack landing page option.

The RuleSet Stack tab displays the high level RuleSet stack for each application rule defined
in the Foundation. Expand an application to list its RuleSets.
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Note: Depending on your access group, PegaX125010 may be replaced in your hierarchy with
PegaX124010.

Data Classes
Data classes define the data structures for supporting information that the Foundation uses
to process work. The data classes used in the Foundation are:


PegaHC-Data-Attachments



PegaHC-Data-Authorization



PegaHC-Data-Benefit



PegaHC-Data-BenefitGroup



PegaHC-Data-Claim



PegaHC-Data-ClaimConditionCodes



PegaHC-Data-ClaimLine



PegaHC-Data-ClaimOccurrenceCodes



PegaHC-Data-ClaimPendCodes



PegaHC-Data-ClaimProcedureCodes



PegaHC-Data-ClaimSpanOccurrenceCodes



PegaHC-Data-ClaimStatusCategoryCodes



PegaHC-Data-ClaimStatusCodes



PegaHC-Data-ClaimTreatmentCodes



PegaHC-Data-ClaimValueCodes



PegaHC-Data-Code



PegaHC-Data-Code-ICD10



PegaHC-Data-Code-ICD10-Diagnosis



PegaHC-Data-Code-ICD10-Procedure



PegaHC-Data-CodeGroup



PegaHC-Data-CPTCodes



PegaHC-Data-Diagnosis



PegaHC-Data-DRGCodes



PegaHC-Data-DrugCodes



PegaHC-Data-EligibilityRequest



PegaHC-Data-Enrollment



PegaHC-Data-GCNCodes
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PegaHC-Data-HCPCSCodes



PegaHC-Data-ICD10



PegaHC-Data-ICD10-Diagnosis



PegaHC-Data-ICD10-Procedure



PegaHC-Data-Issues



PegaHC-Data-LabResults



PegaHC-Data-Language



PegaHC-Data-Measurement



PegaHC-Data-MedicalHistory



PegaHC-Data-NDCCodes



PegaHC-Data-Notes



PegaHC-Data-Party



PegaHC-Data-Party-Agency



PegaHC-Data-Party-Broker



PegaHC-Data-Party-Company



PegaHC-Data-Party-InformationReceiver



PegaHC-Data-Party-InformationSource



PegaHC-Data-Party-Member



PegaHC-Data-Party-Payer



PegaHC-Data-Party-PlanSponsor



PegaHC-Data-Party-Provider



PegaHC-Data-Payment



PegaHC-Data-Payment-Claim



PegaHC-Data-Payment-Premium



PegaHC-Data-Policy



PegaHC-Data-Population



PegaHC-Data-Prescription



PegaHC-Data-Procedure



PegaHC-Data-Product



PegaHC-Data-RemarkCodes



PegaHC-Data-Risk



PegaHC-Data-Service



PegaHC-Data-ToothCodes



PegaHC-AG-Data-GrievanceReason
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PegaHC-AG-Data-Service



PegaHealth-Codes-Data-



PegaHealth-Codes-Data-BillType



PegaHealth-Codes-Data-BulkUpdate



PegaHealth-Codes-Data-BulkUpdateStatistics



PegaHealth-Codes-Data-ClaimAdjustmentReason



PegaHealth-Codes-Data-ClaimRemark



PegaHealth-Codes-Data-ClaimStatus



PegaHealth-Codes-Data-ClaimStatusCategory



PegaHealth-Codes-Data-CodeGroup



PegaHealth-Codes-Data-CodeSet



PegaHealth-Codes-Data-CPT



PegaHealth-Codes-Data-CustomPegaHealth-Codes-Data-Diagnosis-ICD10



PegaHealth-Codes-Data-Diagnosis-ICD109Map



PegaHealth-Codes-Data-Diagnosis-ICD109MapReimbursement



PegaHealth-Codes-Data-Diagnosis-ICD9



PegaHealth-Codes-Data-Diagnosis-ICD910Map



PegaHealth-Codes-Data-DRG



PegaHealth-Codes-Data-GCN



PegaHealth-Codes-Data-HCPCS



PegaHealth-Codes-Data-Modifier



PegaHealth-Codes-Data-NDC



PegaHealth-Codes-Data-POS



PegaHealth-Codes-Data-Procedure-ICD10



PegaHealth-Codes-Data-Procedure-ICD109Map



PegaHealth-Codes-Data-Procedure-ICD109MapReimbursement



PegaHealth-Codes-Data-Procedure-ICD9



PegaHealth-Codes-Data-Procedure-ICD910Map



PegaHealth-Codes-Data-ProviderTaxonomy



PegaHealth-Codes-Data-Revenue



PegaHealth-Codes-Data-ServiceReview



PegaHealth-Codes-Data-ServiceType



PegaHealth-Codes-Data-Settings



PegaHealth-Codes-Data-Specialty
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In addition, there are many data PegaHC-HL7-Data classes supporting the HL7 message
processing and PegaHCX12-Data classes for X12 message processing.

Work Object Naming Conventions
There are three primary types of work objects: basic work objects, covers, and folders.
Applications use basic work objects; some, but not all, may use covers or folders.


Work objects capture and process information about an individual unit of work.



Covers tightly coordinate processing of one or more distinct, but closely related, work objects.
The system normally resolves a cover work object after all its component work objects are
resolved.



Folders hold one or more work objects (which can be basic work objects, covers, or other
folders). In contrast to covers, the relationship between folders and work objects and their
contents may be many to many. One work object may be associated with multiple folders, but
only one cover.

When your application initiates a work object, a predefined model populates key property
values (such as urgency) that directly affect the work object’s relative priority and
placement in operator worklists. As work objects progress towards resolution, core property
values such as priority and status are continually updated to reflect the current stage of
processing.
Each work object has a unique ID that is computed by combining a system-assigned
number and a prefix defined as in a pyDefault Model in the PegaHCAGM RuleSet. For
example, PR-1003 could be a work object related to a purchase requisition application. The
prefixes currently defined in the Healthcare Industry Foundation are shown in the following
table.
Prefix

Work Object

Applies To

CLMSR-

Claim Status Request

PegaHC-EDI-Work-ClaimStatusRequest

ELGSR-

Eligibility Request

PegaHC-EDI-Work-EligibilityRequest

CMP-

Complaint

PegaHC-AG-Work- Complaint

ADT-

Admission Discharge Transfer

PegaHC-HL7-Work-ADT

You can change this prefix or create additional prefixes by copying the default model into
your RuleSet and making your changes.
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Default Work Groups and Workbaskets
This table lists the default work groups and workbaskets used in the Foundation.
Note: The Healthcare layer (PegaHC) does not include any predefined work groups and workbaskets.

Work Group
Workbasket
Appeals and Grievance Management

Description

Default@MyHealthPlan

Defaut@MyHealthPlan

The default workbasket

AppealsGrievance@MyHealthPlan

Complaints@MyHealthPlan

Used for all complaints

ClaimsResearch@MyHealthPlan

ClaimsReview@MyHealthPlan

Used for all issues requiring review,
additional research, and / or follow-up by
the Claims Research Unit.

MemberResearch@MyHealthPlan

MRUReviewt@MyHealthPlan

Used for all issues requiring review,
additional research, and / or follow-up by
the Member Research Unit.

ProviderNetworkServices@MyHealt

PNSReviewt@MyHealthPlan

hPlan

Used for all issues requiring review,
additional research, and / or follow-up by
the Network Services Unit.

QualityReview@MyHealthPlan

QualityReview@MyHealthPlan

Used for all issues requiring review,
additional research, and / or follow-up by
the Quality Review team.

UtilizationManagement@MyHealthP

UMReview@MyHealthPlan

lan

Used for all issues requiring review,
additional research, and / or follow-up by
the Utilization Management (Case
Management) unit.
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Default Operators, Access Groups, and Portals
The Foundation comes with the following operators, access groups, and portals.
Passwords are set to install.
Operator ID

Access Group

Portal Name

PegaHC:Administrators

Developer (Default)

HCIF
Administrator@MyHealthPlan

AGMManager (Alternate)
AGMUser (Alternate)

Appeals & Grievances Manager (AGM)
AGMAdmin@MyHealthPlan

AGM:Administrators

Developer (Default)
AGMManager (Alternate)

AGManager@MyHealthPlan

AGM:AGManager

AGMManager

CLMManager@MyHealthPlan

AGM:CLMManager

AGMManager

MedDirector@MyHealthPlan

AGM:MedicalDirector

AGMManager

MRUManager@MyHealthPlan

AGM:MRUCoordinator

AGMManager

PNSManager@MyHealthPlan

AGM:PNSManager

AGMManager

QIManager@MyHealthPlan

AGM:QIManager

AGMManager

UMManager@MyHealthPlan

AGM:CaseManager

AGMManager

AGAssistant@MyHealthPlan

AGM:AGAssistant

AGMUser

AGCoordinator@MyHealthPlan

AGM:AGCoordinator

AGMUser

CLMCoordinator@MyHealthPlan

AGM:CLMCoordinator

AGMUser

MRUCoordinator@MyHealthPlan

AGM:MRUCoordinator

AGMUser

PNSCoordinator@MyHealthPlan

AGM:PNSCoordinator

AGMUser

QCCoordinator@MyHealthPlan

AGM:QICoordinator

AGMUser

PegaHCHL7:Administrator

HL7Manager

Health Level 7
administrator@HL7
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Predefined Organizations, Divisions, and Units
The Foundation comes with the following predefined organization, division, and units.
Organization: MyHealthPlan
Division

Unit

Actuarial

Actuarial

Administration

Development

AppealsGrievances

AppealsGrievances

BrokerAdministration

BrokerAdministration

CareManagement

DiseaseManagement

Claims

Claims

ProgramManagement
Dental
FEP
HMO
HRA
HAS
Indemnity
ITS
Medicaid
Medicare
NASCO
Other
POS
PPO
Secure
CustomerService

MemberServices
ProviderServices

Enrollment

Enrollment

External

Agency
PlanSponsor

Marketing

Marketing

ProviderNetwork

ProviderNetwork

QualityImprovement

QualityImprovements

Sales

NewSales
RenewalSales
SalesSupport

Underwriting

Underwriting

UtilizationManagement

UtilizationManagement
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Predefined Access Roles and Privileges
The Foundation includes a set of predefined access roles. The following tables list the access
roles and privileges defined in the Healthcare Industry Foundation.
This table shows the privileges for the following access roles: AGAssistant, AGCoordinator,
AGManager, AUMCoordinator, and CLMCoordinator.

Access Roles
AG
Coordinator

AG
Manager

AccessAuditTrail

X

X

ActionGetProviderFeedback

X

X

Privileges

AG
Assistant

ActionCommunicateDecisionTo

AUM
Coordinator

CLM
Coordinator
X

X

Provider
ActionProcessAuthorization

X

ActionProcesGrievance

X

X

ActionPickResolutionCorr

X

X

ActionRequestAdditionalInfo

X

X

ActionReviewAuth

X

X

ActionReviewClaim

X

X

ActionSetFinalDispostion

X

X

ActionTransferToCR

X

X

ActionTransferToManager

X

X

X

X

ActionTransferToMedical

X

Director
ActionTransferToMRU

X

ActionTransferToOwner

X
X

ActionTransferToPNS

X

X

ActionTransferToUM

X

X

X

AllFlows

X

X

X

X

AllFlowActions

X

X

X

X

Perform

X

X

X

X

X

X

PerformBulk
ViewFlowLinks

X

WorkReopen

X

X

X

WorkUpdate

X

X

X
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This table shows the privileges for the following access roles: MedicalDirector,
MRUCoordinator, PSNCoordinator, QICoordinator, and UMCaseManager.
Access Roles
Privileges

Medical
Director

AccessAuditTrail

MRUCoordinator

PSNCoordinator

X

ActionGetProviderFeedback

QICoordinator UMCaseManager
X

X

ActionCommunicateDecision

X

ToProvider
ActionProcessAuthorization

X

ActionProcesGrievance
ActionPickResolutionCorr
ActionRequestAdditionalInfo

X

X

X

ActionReviewAuth
ActionReviewClaim
ActionSetFinalDispostion
ActionTransferToCR
ActionTransferToManager

X

X

ActionTransferToMedical

X

Director
ActionTransferToMRU
ActionTransferToOwner

X

X

AllFlows

X

X

X

AllFlowActions

X

X

X

Perform

X

X

X

PerformBulk

X

X

X

ActionTransferToPNS
ActionTransferToUM

ViewFlowLinks

X

WorkReopen

X

X

X

WorkUpdate

X

X

X
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Predefined Work Parties
The Foundation defines work parties in a record called Default that references the following
party roles:



AuthorizationRepresentative



Dependent



Interested



Member



Originator



OtherEntity



Payer



PlanSponsor



Provider



Requestor



ServiceProvider



Subscriber



Spouse

Correspondence Templates
The Healthcare Industry Foundation comes with a standard set of sample correspondence
templates and fragments. Fragments provide repeatable and reusable components within
the correspondence templates.
Note: The Healthcare layer (PegaHC) does not include any predefined correspondence templates or
fragments.
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Correspondence Templates and Fragments for Appeals and
Grievances
This table lists the correspondence templates and fragments that come with the Appeals
and Grievance Management layer and are defined in the PegaHC-AG-Work-Complaints class.
Name
ActionGetProviderFeedback

Type Purpose

AppealAcknowledgement

Mail

Letter template for Appeal
Acknowledgement

AppealApproval

Mail

Letter template for Appeal Approval

AppealDenial

Mail

Letter template for Appeal Denial

ComplaintRejection

Mail

Letter template for Complaint Rejection

GetProviderFeedback

Email

Letter template to Request Provider
Feedback

GrievanceAcknowledgement

Mail

Letter template for Grievance
Acknowledgement

GrievanceApproval

Mail

Letter template for Grievance Approval

GrievanceDenial

Mail

Letter template for Grievance Denial

RequestAdditionInformation

Mail

Letter template to Request Additional
Information

ActionGetProviderFeedback
AppealReferenceInfo

Mail

Appeal-related reference information

BodyAppealAcknowledgement

Mail

Body Text for an Appeal
Acknowledgement

BodyAppealApproval

Mail

Body Text for an Appeal Approval

BodyAppealDenial

Mail

Body Text for an Appeal Denial

BodyComplaintRejection

Mail

Body Text for a Complaint Rejection

BodyGrievanceAcknowledgement

Mail

Body Text for a Grievance
Acknowledgement

BodyGrievanceApproval

Mail

Body Text for a Grievance Approval

BodyGrievanceDenial

Mail

Body text for a Grievance Denial

EnclosureAGProcess

Mail

Body text for the appeals and grievance

Footer

Email

Footer correspondence fragment

Footer

Mail

Footer correspondence fragment

HeaderAuthorizedRep

Mail

process enclosure

Header correspondence rule for the
member's representative related to the
complaint

HeaderMember

Mail

Header correspondence rule for the
member related to the complaint

HeaderOther

Mail

Header correspondence rule for other
entity related to the complaint
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Name

Type Purpose

HeaderRequestor

Mail

Header correspondence rule for
requestor of complaint

HeaderServiceProvider

Email

HeaderServiceProvider

Mail

Header correspondence for the service
provider related to the complaint
Header correspondence for the service
provider related to the complaint

Logo

Mail

Standard logo

Stylesheet

Email

Standard style sheet

Sample Database Model
The Foundation comes with an industry-standard sample database. You can use this sample
database model as delivered without additional configuration, or you can add or modify the
data to meet your needs.
The Foundation uses the standard Process Commander tables called pr_data and pc_work.
If you are using external interfaces, your interface activities will map your data back to this
table.
See online Application Help or the PDN for information about how to view and modify the
database schema.

Common Object Sample Data Maintenance
The Foundation comes with preconfigured sample data instances for commonly referenced
objects. The sample data in the Foundation is used in the layers, such as Appeals &
Grievances Manager, as well as other healthcare Foundations (Customer Process Manager
for Healthcare, Claims Automation Suite, Sales Process Manager, and Care Management
Workflow),
The sample data model can also be used to quickly develop proof of concept demonstrations
without having to configure SQL / Oracle / DB2 queries to external databases.
Instances for the following data classes are included:


Members



Providers



Policies



Claims



Authorizations



Plan Benefits



Companies
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The PegaHC-Maintenance-Work work pool in the Foundation also includes workflows for
maintaining and creating the sample data instances for the objects mentioned above. The
Manage Sample Data Instances section is available on the HC Sample Processes Landing
Page.
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PegaHC-Data-Party-Member (Sample Members)
These examples show the Member maintenance workflow options.

Member Search
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Member Data Update

Key Rules for Member Maintenance
This table lists the key workflow rules used in the member maintenance processes.
Rule Name

Rule
Type

Function

Class: PegaHC-Maintenance-Work
MemberSearch

Flow

Launches the member search workflow

MemberNew

Flow

Launches new member data instance workflow

MemberMaintenance

Flow

Launches member maintenance workflow
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PegaHC-Data-Party-Provider (Sample Providers)
These examples show the Provider Maintenance workflow options.

Provider Search

Provider Data Update

Key Rules for Provider Maintenance
This table lists the workflow rules used in the provider maintenance process.
Rule Name

Rule
Type

Function

Class: PegaHC-Maintenance-Work
ProviderSearch

Flow

Launches the provider search workflow

ProviderNew

Flow

Launches the new provider data instance creation
workflow

ProviderMaintenance

Flow

Launches the provider maintenance workflow
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PegaHC-Data-Policy (Sample Policies)
These examples show the Policy Maintenance workflow options.

Policy Search

Policy Data Update

Key Rules for Policy Maintenance
This table lists the workflow rules used in the policy maintenance.
Rule Name

Rule
Function
Type
Class: PegaHC-Maintenance-Work
PolicySearch

Flow

Launches the search screen workflow

PolicyNew

Flow

Launches the new policy data instance creation
workflow

PolicyMaintenance

Flow

Launches the policy maintenance workflow
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PegaHC-Data-Claim (Sample Claims)
These examples show the ClaimSearch workflow options.

Claim Search

Claim Header Data

Key Rules for Claim Maintenance
This table lists the workflow rules used in the claim maintenance process.
Rule Name

Rule
Type

Function

Class: PegaHC-Maintenance-Work
ClaimSearch

Flow

Launches the claim search workflow

NewClaims

Flow

Launches the new claim data instance

ClaimMaintenance

Flow

Launches the Claim Maintenance worklfow

creation workflow
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PegaHC-Data-Authorization (Sample Authorizations)
These examples show the Authorization Maintenance workflow options.

Authorization Search

Authorization Data

Key Rules for Authorization Maintenance
This table lists the workflow rules used in the authorization maintenance.

Rule Name

Rule
Type

Function

Class: PegaHC-MaintenanceWork
AuthSearch

Flow

Launches the auth search workflow

AuthNew

Flow

Launches the new auth data instance creation
workflow

AuthMaintenance

Flow

Launches the auth maintenance workflow
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PegaHC-Data-Product (Sample Plan / Benefits)
These examples show the Plan Benefit (Product) Maintenance workflow options.

Product Search

Product Data Update (Product Information Tab)

Product Data Update (Benefits Tab)

Key Rules for Plan / Benefit Maintenance
This table lists the workflow rules used in the plan benefit maintenance process.
Rule Name

Rule
Type

Function

Class: PegaHC-Maintenance-Work
PlanBenefitSearch

Flow

Launches the search workflow

ProductNew

Flow

Launches the workflow for creation of new plan
benefit instances
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Rule Name

Rule
Type

Function

PlanBenefitsMaintenance

Flow

Launches the plan / benefits maintenance
woirkflow

PegaHC-Data-Company (Sample Companies)
These examples show the Company Maintenance workflow options.

Company Search

Company Data Update

Key Rules for Company Maintenance
This table lists the workflow rules used in the company maintenance process.
Rule Name

Rule
Type

Function

Class: PegaHC-Maintenance-Work
CompanySearch

Flow

Launches the search workflow

CompanyNew

Flow

Launches the workflow for creation of new
company data instances

CompanyMaintenance

Flow

Launches the company data maintenance
workflow
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Industry Code Sets Search and Maintenance
The PegaHealthCodes Application provides data structures, lookup and maintenance of
common healthcare codes including the bi-directional general equivalence mapping for
International Classification of Diseases (ICD) diagnosis and procedure codes for versions 9
and 10.
The features of the Application include:


Searching for Code Sets



Managing Code Sets



Creating and approving Code Groups



Managing Code Groups

For additional details, refer to the Healthcare Common Codes Solution Business Use
Case Guide document included on your media.
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HIPAA-Enabled Data Model Overview
The Heathcare Foundation layer consists of a robust data model of properties for common
objects such as member, provider, claim, and authorization. These properties
(approximately 2000) represent the standard healthcare business properties that support
the nine HIPAA EDI transactions. The naming convention and the specifics for each property
follow the Healthcare Data Element Dictionary published by Washington Publishing
Company.

Object-Oriented Class Model
The Healthcare Data Element Dictionary references the properties as they relate to the
different HIPAA EDI transactions. The Foundation organizes these properties in a Class
Structure as shown below to avoid redundancies. Each class contains properties belonging
to the relevant data class.
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The following examples show properties in the Pega-Data-Party-Member and Pega-DataClaim classes.
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HIPAA-Complaint Property Values
Many of the properties included in the Healthcare Data Dictionary have standard listings of
valid values associated with them. Most of these properties end with a Code in their name.
The Data Model incorporates these listing as prompt lists on the Table Edit tab of the
property rule.
This example shows the prompt list for an individual relationship.
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While most of the value listings are limited enough to be configured as Prompt Lists, others
contain extensive listings. The properties with extensive listings are configured as their own
Data Classes with a Data Table associated with them. This allows you to maintain the listing
by exporting it to Excel.
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This example shows the Data Classes that have their own Data Table associated with them:

Examples of instances of these data classes are shown below for Claim Status Codes and
Claim Status Category Codes.
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Chapter 3: Appeals and Grievances
Appeals and Grievances is a sample workflow that leverages key rules and features of the
Foundation and the underlying platform. This manages complaints received from members
and other interested parties (authorized representatives, providers, and third parties such
as independent review entities). It provides the capability to create new cases (work
objects) for two different types of complaints (appeals and grievances), and processes them
through to resolution. In addition, resolved appeals can be reopened and reprocessed.
The key features are:
 Grievance Management Workflows — Start-to-end process for managing member grievances. This
process includes the creation of a grievance case, capturing required information including information
about the requestor party and the grievance reason, assigning standard or expedited urgency status, and
applying appropriate service levels to ensure timely processing.
 Appeals Management Workflows — Start-to-end process for managing appeals filed for denial of
service or claim payment. Capabilities include the creation of an appeal case, capturing required
information including information about the requestor party, appeal level, appeal category, service and or
claim information, assigning an owner and standard or expedited urgency status, and applying appropriate
service levels to ensure timely processing.
 Directed Web Access for External Users — A secure one-time link to the system sent to the provider
who is the subject of a grievance to seek feedback on the issue when the grievance is related to providers
or providers office staff (such as appointments, staff behavior, and prolonged wait times.). Once the
provider submits the required information, the process automatically resumes and is routed to the owner
of the case for review.
 Service Levels, Routing, Prioritization, and Escalation — Tracking of each complaint case with
priority assigned based on urgency status, type and level of complaint, and type of denial. Service level
rules monitor goal and deadline times based on predefined standard parameters (14 days or 30 days).
When the case reaches goal times, additional priority points escalate the case relative to other cases in
the queue. Routing capabilities include requesting input from supporting departments such as provider
network services or utilization and claims management.
 Correspondence Generation — Preconfigured letter templates for communicating with the involved
parties at various stages of the complaint process. Standard templates for acknowledging a complaint,
requesting additional information, and communicating final disposition can be quickly and easily
customized to meet your specific needs. The letter templates are complied dynamically and include reusable correspondence fragment rules for common sections such as headers, footers, style sheets, and
logos. You have the flexibility to generate correspondence automatically in the background or to allow /
require editing as well as verification before it is finalized.
 Quality Improvement Audit — Pre-configured auditing of complaints based on frequency for a specific
provider. The process creates a quality review case that is forwarded to the Quality Improvement
department for further review.
 Legacy System Information — Retrieval and display of commonly referenced legacy system information
such as member’s eligibility as well as processing feedback comments from all involved parties (member
research and provider network departments).
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 Reporting — Pre-configured productivity reporting to track process assignments, activity, quality, and
performance. The reporting wizard allows managers to build custom reports necessary to manage the
complaint resolution processes. Custom preconfigured reports include:


Aging Inventory By Complaint Type



Appeal Inventory By Denial Type



Resolved Grievances By Resolution Type



Resolved Appeals By Resolution Type

 Connectors to External Systems — Leverage of the comprehensive integration capabilities of Process
Commander. The complaint management process enables retrieval and display of pertinent information
from the Health Plan’s existing legacy systems, making it readily available for users during the process of
resolving the complaint. The member’s eligibility information and the original authorization or claim
information are automatically retrieved and made available as part of the case history. This availability
avoids the need to toggle back to legacy systems for lookup and research of the information required to
efficiently resolve the complaint.

Appeals and Grievances provides the foundation for Health Plans to build for change. It
comes with a working configuration that you can extend to create your own solution. The
remaining part of this chapter provides some suggestions as to where you might extend
Appeals and Grievances.

The Final Disposition Process for Appeals
The Appeals and Grievances layer comes with a standard disposition process for an appeal
where the original denial on the claim or the authorization can be flagged as “Upheld” or
“Overturned.” The workflow then proceeds to allow users to select the appropriate
correspondence to communicate the final disposition (approval or denial of the appeal).
When the decision on the original claim or authorization transaction is overturned (meaning
approving the claim payment or the requested service), you may want to extend the
process to either generate a new claim or authorization transaction that reflects the change
and route it to the appropriate department (claims or utilization management) for follow-up.
Alternatively, the original transaction can be updated in the host legacy system.
The following diagram shows where you might extend the flow rule to add the new
processes either in the same flow or spawning a new flow.
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Extending the Final Disposition Notification Process
When users select the final disposition to the complaint, the system displays a selection box
of available correspondence templates for approval or denial of the grievance or appeal as
warranted by the case disposition The Appeals and Grievance layer is setup with default
correspondence templates for approving or denying a grievance or appeal:
 GrievanceApproval
 GrievanceDenial
 AppealApproval
 AppealDenial
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These correspondence templates are set up to require user editing and supervisor
verification before they can be sent to the requestor. These editing and verification
requirement options can be modified to suit your business needs.
You may want to extend the list of available correspondence templates to choose for
approving or denying a complaint. Specific templates can be created for specific types of
grievances or appeals. Alternatively, you can present users with a specific version of the
template automatically by using the Circumstance feature. This feature lets you display
different versions of the default correspondence based on a specific property value.

Workbasket Routing for Complaints
The Appeals and Grievance Manager layer comes with a default Complaints workbasket to
which all new grievances and appeals are originally routed.
When the complaint is routed for input from specific departments (Member Research,
Provider Network Services, Utilization Management, or Claims), the work object is routed to
default workbaskets created for each of these departments.
Users belonging to these departments have the default workbaskets assigned to their
operator profile.
You can extend the routing process to include specific workbaskets for grievances and
appeals or to include specific workbaskets for specific types of complaints. For example, you
could have a workbasket for pre-service and claim denials by line of business. Based on
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your needs the extended workbasket structure can be mapped to specific users based on
their skill sets.

Extending the Quality Audit Process
The Appeals and Grievance Manager layer comes with a sample Quality Improvement audit
check, enabling a quality review for providers who have more than ten grievances lodged
against them within a 30-day period. This check is performed by the ResolveComplaint
flow within an activity called ProviderQualityCheck, which creates a list of matching cases
by Provider Identifier, for grievances that dealt with a provider service. If there are more
than ten matching cases, the flow calls a spinoff flow named ProviderQualityReview, which
in turn generates an assignment to the Quality Review department to investigate and enter
notes on the issue.
This serves as a placeholder for more complex Quality Improvement review processes. This
could be used to do statistical sampling to check on a given percentage of new complaint
processors’ cases, or to check on frequently complaining members. The current process
generates an assignment on the current complaint and records notes about the
investigation; this could also be expanded to provide a folder or list of existing cases, or to
interface with your provider data repository to set warning flags.

The Appeal Re-Open Process
The Appeals and Grievance Manager layer provides the ability to reopen appeals that were
closed at Level 1 or 2. This is performed through an activity called ReopenAppeal, which is
tied to the Reopen button on the review screen.
This is only permitted on appeals, and does not work for grievances. The activity checks
that the appeal was closed recently enough to allow a reopen. This check is performed in a
When rule named ResolvedRecently and is set to 60 days. This record can be copied and
modified to set your own timeframes for appeal reopens.
The activity additionally increments the appeal level, and calls the ReopenAppeal flow that
allows the operator to enter notes for Appeal level 2 or 3 as appropriate.
You might want to expand this activity into a more complex Appeal Reopen and Review
process or use it to route reopened appeals to specific workbaskets for higher-level appeals.
Currently, the reopening operator enters the new notes, and then the appeal goes through
the same workflow as at level 1 for investigating claim/authorization data and setting a
disposition. This could be replaced with a separate flow with additional routing logic for
reopened cases and also be used to assure that operators who previously worked on an
appeal do not rework the appeal at a higher level. Currently, the first complaint operator to
pick up a case is set as the complaint owner until it is resolved. That process could be used
to create a list of previous owners, and the GetWork process then modified to prohibit a
prior owner from working a reopened appeal.
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Appeals and Grievance Manager Reports
Appeals and Grievance Manager reports are available from the Components Snapshot
section of the Dashboard workspace. The reports gadget gives you links to each of the
reports.
 Aging Inventory by Complaint Type — shows all the open Appeals and Grievance cases, grouping
them into time aging ranges of 5-day intervals
 Appeal Inventory by Denial Type — shows all open Appeals, grouped by appeal level (1, 2, or 3) and
then broken out by denial type (pre-service, concurrent service, or post-service)
 Resolved Grievances by Type — shows all resolved Grievances, grouped by their status and requested
urgency (for example, Resolved-GrievanceApproved:Standard)
 Resolved Appeals by Type — shows all resolved Appeals, grouped by their appeal levels and request
urgency (for example, Resolved-AppealApproved:Standard)

Data Interfaces
The Appeals and Grievances layer contains five data classes that store information and data.
 PegaHC-Interface-Member — member information
 PegaHC-Interface-Policy — policy and eligibility data
 PegaHC-Interface-Provider — provider information
 PegaHC-Interface-ClaimHeaderDetail — historical claim details
 PegaHC-Interface-Authorization — historical authorization details

To use an existing data source for these records, the Foundation provides placeholder
activities that you can copy and modify to enable lookup and retrieval of information from
your centralized database files. Based on the entry information, a lookup retrieves the data,
validates it and maps it to the clipboard and into a Complaint case.
These activities are called within a flow, which also can be copied and modified if you
require more complex processing for your lookup procedures.

To create your customer file interfaces
1. Select your connectivity method. See the Integration topics on the PDN for
connectivity and field mapping options.
2. Then, create and modify versions of the following activities in the PegaHC-AGComplaints class that respond to the data classes listed above to look up, validate,
and map data to the clipboard.


GetMemberData



GetMemberPolicyData



GetProviderData
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GetClaimData



GetAuthData
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Chapter 4: X12 Message Processing
The Accredited Standards Committee (ASC) X12 message is used to transfer data across
and between industries. The Healthcare Industry Foundation can recognize, accept, and
parse messages that comply with the X12 standard for versions 4010 and 5010. This
section provides an overview of an X12 message and how inbound and outbound processing
works in the Foundation.
The X12 standards provide the syntax and control structures that allow data elements,
segments, and transaction sets to be defined. The following diagram shows the overall
structure of X12 data and examples of message content.
Note: The X12 message processing capability included in the Foundation does not support X12 message
compliance checks.

ISA*00*
*01*SECRET
*ZZ*107039
*ZZ*103269
*030101*1253*^*00501*000000905*1*T*:~
GS*HC*107039*103269*20100601*0802*1*X*005010X222~
ST*837*1002*005010X222~
BHT*0019*00*1002*20100601*09460000*CH~
NM1*41*2*NEW ENGLAND MEDICAL ASSOCIATES*****46*GRP-001~
PER*IC*JOHN SMITH*TE*8003456789~
NM1*40*2*MY HEALTHPLAN*****46*12345MYHP~
HL*1**20*1~
PRV*BI*PXC*193200000X~
NM1*85*2*NEW ENGLAND MEDICAL ASSOCIATES*****XX*1932141546~
N3*222 MAIN ST~
N4*CAMBRIDGE*MA*021421234~
REF*EI*666666666~
HL*2*1*22*0~
SBR*P*18*******CI~
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NM1*IL*1*GAST*RONALD*T***MI*S-007~
N3*125 CITY AVENUE~
N4*HOPKINTON*MA*017481234~
DMG*D8*19390412*M~
NM1*PR*2*MY HEALTHPLAN*****PI*MYHP001~
N3*101 MAIN STREET~
N4*CAMBRIDGE*MA*021421234~
CLM*GASTR12*170***11:B:1*Y*A*Y*I*P~
HI*BK:V202*BF:25000~

Each line is a segment that starts off with a segment identifier and ends with a ‘ ~ ’. Each
segment is composed of one or more delimited data elements. The most common delimiter
used is the asterisk ‘ * ’ and it is used in the example below.
The example above is a part of a 837 claim transaction. In the example, the following line is
an NM1 segment.
NM1*40*2*MY HEALTHPLAN*****46*12345MYHP~

This NM1 segment represents the Receiver Name. The structure is of the 837 transaction
type, Loop 1000B, which means this NM1 segment is the Receiver Name. In addition, the
first data element in the segment indicates this is the Receiver Name. It contains the
following data elements:


*40* — Entity identifier code (40=Receiver)



*2* — Entity type qualifier (2=non-person entity, 1=person)



*MY HEALTHPLAN* — Last name or Organization name



***** — 4 unused data elements



*46* — Identification code qualifier (46=Electronic Transmission Identification Number)



*MYHP*— Identification code (Receiver Identifier)

Mapping X12 Messages in Process Commander
The Foundation contains all the classes and properties needed to support the data elements
in the following transaction types:


Version 4010



837 — Healthcare claim; professional and institutional



834— Healthcare enrollment



278— Healthcare services review; request and response



270 / 271– Healthcare eligibility: request & response



276 / 277– Healthcare claim status; request & response



Version 5010



837 — Healthcare claim; professional, institutional, and dental
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270 / 271– Healthcare eligibility: request & response



276 / 277– Healthcare claim status; request & response



834 – Healthcare Benefit Enrollment and Maintenance



Support for the X12 5010 278 (Healthcare Services Review) transaction is available in Care
Management Framework.

Rules for processing X12 transaction files are stored in the following RuleSets:


PegaX12 — base classes for all supported X12 messages



PegaX124010 —rules for processing version 4010 of the X12 EDI Standard



PegaX125010 — rules for processing version 5010 of the X12 EDI Standard



PegaHCEDI —rules and sample business processes for processing
270/ 271 and 276/ 77 transactions

There is a class for each segment in the X12 standard and a property for each data element
in the segment. These classes are common to all transaction types and can be used by each
of them. In addition, a class exists for each transaction type (such as PegaX12-Data-N837),
which is built using the predefined classes as the inbound X12 message file is processed.
The data in an X12 message is received by a Process Commander listener that maps the
data to properties on the clipboard. An activity is called to determine the transaction type
that is included in the functional group. A clipboard page is created that includes all the
transactions that are found in the functional group. It is assumed that a functional group
contains transactions of the same type. However, an X12 message file can contain more
than one functional group, and each group can contain different transaction types. While
unlikely, Process Commander can process an X12 message file containing multiple
transaction types and can map them all to the clipboard. Process Commander maps the
data in the message to the X12 clipboard page as follows for a 837 transaction:


While maintaining the looping structure, a property of an associated class is created for each
segment as embedded pages in the PegaX12-Data-N837 class



Properties are then created in each of these segment classes for each data element



These segment classes are defined in the PegaX12-Data- class and are general for all message
types



A class is created for each loop
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X12 Inbound Message Processing
The service rule instance called X12file.X12.X12Inbound reads the X12 message input
file and calls the activity X12ParseMessageStart to start the processing.

The X12ParseMessageStart activity includes Java that calls another activity,
X12ParseMessageType. This activity sets the type of the transactions that are in each
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functional group. It then calls an activity that handles the given message type by calling the
X12ParseMessage activity defined in the appropriate class (such as PegaX12-Data-N837).
The X12ParseMessage activity is composed of Java code that parses the message
according to its message type (such as 837) to determine the segments and the context of
where these segments lie within the message. With this information, the activity determines
the classes that should be populated with the data and calls a Parse Delimited rule for each
segment. The rule parses the data and puts the data onto the clipboard. After the entire
functional group has been processed, an instance of the X12 data object is created.
The Java code in the activity uses the syntax of a given message type based on the
segments used and the format of the transaction as defined in the associated EDI
Implementation Guide. The code uses the following logic to parse the X12 message one
segment at a time:
1. Gather control information from the ISA, GS, and ST segments and
determine the message type found in the GS functional group.
2. Keep track of the current loop identifier and monitor when it changes.
The loop identifier is hard coded into the Java code based on the
message type. With the 837 message type, the starting loop ID is
HEADER, which switches to the second loop 2000A. The loop ID can
change when any of the following is found.


HL segment identifying a new Hierarchical Level



NM1 segment identifying a new sub-loop

3. For each segment, identify the Parse Delimited rule name and the class
that should be populated with this segments data. Invoke that Parse
Delimited rule to populate the clipboard with the appropriate class and
properties. Refer to Adding Additional X12 Transactions later in this
Chapter for more information.

X12 Message Classes
Two types of classes support processing X12 Messages.


Generic classes that are common to all types of X12 messages. There is one class for each
segment in the X12 standard.



Specific classes for a given message type (such as 837). These are sub-classes of the
message type class (such as PegaX12-Data-N837). These classes contain properties that are
of the appropriate PegaX12-Data-segment class.
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Segments and Properties
Each data element in a segment results in a property defined in the class for that segment.
Refer to the X12 EDI standards documentation for a complete list of all the segments and
their data elements (classes and properties). Some of the properties for a 837 message are
discussed here for illustration purposes.
This diagram is a data element diagram taken from the X12 EDI standards documentation
showing the data segments in the NM1 segment. The NM1 segment holds the individual or
organization name. The first data element, NM101 Entity ID Code, identifies how this name
will be used. For example, a value of ‘40’ identifies this as the name of the Receiver of the
transaction. The second data element, NM102 Entity Type Qualifier, determines if this name
is for an individual or an organization. A value of 1 is a person and a value of 2 is a nonperson.

The data element for the NM1 segment in the diagram results in the creation of the
following properties in the NM1_IndividualOrOrganizationalName class.
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X12 Activity Rules
The mapping of the X12 message into the X12 page on the clipboard is handled by activity
rules. This table describes each of the activities used in mapping X12 messages (837
example).
Rule Name

Function

Class: PegaX12-DataX12ParseMessageStart

Initial activity that starts the processing of an X12 file. This activity is called from
the service rule that handles the X12 inbound interface. It reads the message in
and breaks it into sub-messages, each containing a functional group (bounded
by GS and GE segments). It then calls X12ParseMessageType for each submessage for continued processing.

X12ParseMessageType

This activity sets the message type and calls the X12ParseMessage activity in
the appropriate class to process the message.

X12WriteMessage

Writes an outbound X12 message to a file in a temp folder on the server. This
activity should be modified to customize output location.

Class: PegaX12-Data-N837
X12ParseMessage

Parses and maps the 837 message into X12 segments and properties on an X12
page on the clipboard by invoking Parse-Delimited-Rules. Each Parse-DelimitedRule handles the parsing of the data elements in a segment. It creates an
instance of the PegaX12-Data-N837 data object and calls the following activity:
CreateHCClaimWork to map data to claim work object

CreateHCClaimWork

Placeholder activity, implemented in Claims Layer (PegaHCCLM)

X12GenerateProfessional

Generates X12 message with single professional claim from X12 clipboard
structure

X12GenerateInstitutional

Generates X12 message with single institutional claim from X12 clipboard
structure

X12 EDI Management
The Foundation contains preconfigured rules for managing the following four real-time X12
EDI messages:


X12 270 / 271 — Healthcare Eligibility Request and Response



X12 276 / 277 — Healthcare Claim Status Request and Response

The sample implementations contain message intake and parsing rules, work object creation
and mapping, sample business edits, and outbound response message generation. The
Foundation also includes sample X12 files for 270 and 276 messages.

Healthcare Eligibility Request Message Processing
The Foundation provides preconfigured rules to process real-time 270 Eligibility Request
messages. The X12 parsing rules are configured per the X12 270 / 271 Healthcare Eligibility
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Request & Response Implementation Guide.and support batch as well as real-time message
processing. The activities check for the message version (5010 or 4010) to determine how
to handle the message processing.
The sample scenarios included in the Foundation reflect a real-time processing situation with
immediate response generated after processing the message. To reflect that real-time
situation, the messages are limited to one benefit request per member (subscriber or
patient).
The key functionality includes:


X12 270 Message Parsing —per the 270/271 Implementation Guide



Eligibility Request Work Object Creation — for every benefit request submitted in the
transaction



Validation of Information Source Level


Check Limit Validation — sample business validation rule evaluates for the number of
benefit requests in a single transaction. The validation fails if the number exceeds a predefined threshold for real-time processing (Foundation parameter is set at 25). If
validation fails, further processing of the message is skipped and an appropriate AAA
Request Validation segment is included in this loop in the outbound 271 message.

•
•
•


AAA01 = Y
AAA03 = 04
AAA04 = C

Validation of Information Receiver Level


Check for Provider on File — sample business validation rule that searches for the
provider record based on the Information Receiver

record is not found in the sample

database, If validation fails, further processing of the message is skipped and an
appropriate AAA Request Validation segment is included in this loop in the outbound 271
message.

•
•
•

AAA01 = Y
AAA03 = 51
AAA04 = C

Note: To facilitate processing using sample providers in the foundation layer of the Foundation, the
provider ID on the on the sample 270 message is not using the NPI as mandated by the X12
Implementation Guide for the Transaction.



Validation of Subscriber Level


Check for Subscriber on File — sample business validation rule that searches for the
subscriber record based on the Subscriber ID submitted on the 270. The validation fails
if a matching subscriber record is not found in the sample database, If validation fails,
further processing of the message is skipped and an appropriate AAA Request Validation
segment is included in this loop in the outbound 271 message.
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•
•
•


AAA01 = Y
AAA03 = 75
AAA04 = C

Eligibility Benefit Request Processing


Check for Active Policy — If validation fails, an appropriate EB segment is returned in the
271 message.

•
•
•


EB*6**30~
EB01 = 6 (Inactive)
EB03 = 30 (Health Benefit Plan Coverage)

Check Eligibility On Service Date — The validation fails if the requested service date is
outside the effective period on the active policy. If validation fails, an appropriate EB
segment is returned in the 271 message.

•
•
•


EB*I**30~
EB01 = I (Non Covered)
EB03 = 30 (Health Benefit Plan Coverage)

Process Generic Eligibility Request — If a Service Type Code "30" is submitted in the 270 EQ01,
the following 2110C/D EB03 values are returned if they are a covered benefit category at a
plan level.





1 - Medical Care



33 – Chiropractic



35 - Dental Care



47 – Hospital



86 - Emergency Services



88 – Pharmacy



98 - Professional (Physician) Visit – Office



AL - Vision (Optometry)



MH - Mental Health



UC - Urgent Care

If a specific EQ segment is NOT submitted on the 270, a minimum eligibility information
response is returned in the corresponding EB segment on the 271 response message.



Process Specific Benefit Request — If a specific EQ segment IS submitted on the 270 and a
matching service type code is available in the retrieved plan benefit, the system returns as
much detail as is available in the corresponding EB segment on the 271 response message.


EB01 = 1 (Active)



EB02 = Policy.BenefitCoverageLevelCode



EB03 = value of ServiceTypeCode in incoming EQ01



EB05 = Policy.PlanCoverageDescription



EB06 = map value from TimePeriodQualifier from the matching benefit string
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EB07 = map value from BenefitAmount from the matching benefit string



EB08 = map value from BenefitPercent from the matching benefit string



EB09 = map value from QuantityQualifier from the matching benefit string



EB10 = map value from BenefitQuantity from the matching benefit string



EB11 = map value from CertificationConditionIndicator from the matching benefit string



EB12 = map value from InPlanNetworkIndicator from the matching benefit string

X12 271 Message Generation —per the 270/271 Implementation Guide

The following images are samples of screens users are likely to see and use when
processing these messages.

Menu Options for Processing Sample Eligibility Request Message

Request Message Processing Summary
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Eligibility Request Work Object

270 – 271 Message Side-By-Side Comparison
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Key Rules
This table lists the key rules used in the processing of the X12 270/271 messages.
Rule Name

Rule
Type

Function

Class: PegaHC-EDI-Work-EligibilityRequest
ProcessX12N270

Activity

Main activity to launch 270 message processing

Process270Transaction

Collection

Main collection rule for processing 270 message

ParseTransaction

Collection

Parses 270 message and prepares 271 response

ValidateTransaction

Collection

Controls validation rules for various loops

ValidateInformation

Collection

Controls validation of Information Source level

Collection

Controls validation of Information Receiver level

ValidateSubscriber

Collection

Controls validation of Subscriber level

ProcessEligibility

Collection

Controls mapping to work object and processing of

Source
ValidateInformation
Receiver

Request

benefit request

SendResponse

Collection

Controls 277 message generation and distribution

ParseMessage

Activity

Parses 270 message

PrepareResponse

Activity

Prepares 271 message shell

CheckLimit

Activity

Validates the number of requests in a transaction

CheckProviderOnFile

Activity

Looks up Provider based on ID submitted on 270

CheckSubscriberOnFile

Activity

Looks up Subscriber based on ID submitted on 270

MapMessageToWork

Activity

Maps 270 message to work object

ProcessEligibility

Activity

Initiates specific benefit request processing

Generate271

Activity

Generates 271 message

SendMessage

Activity

Place holder for 271 message distribution

ReviewX12

Activity

Provides side by side comparison of 270 - 271

item

Healthcare Claim Status Request Message Processing
The Foundation provides preconfigured rules to process real-time 276 Claim Status Request
messages. The X12 parsing rules are configured per the X12 276 / 277 Healthcare Claim
Status Request & Response Implementation Guide and support batch as well as real-time
message processing. The activities check for the message version (5010 or 4010) to
determine how to handle the message processing.
The sample scenarios included in the Foundation reflect a real-time processing situation with
immediate response generated after processing the message. To reflect this real-time
situation, the messages are limited to one claim status request per member (subscriber or
patient).
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As per the X12 276/277 Implementation Guide specification, there is no validation
performed at the various levels of the message loops.
The key functionality includes:


X12 276 Message Parsing — per the 276/277 Implementation Guide



Claim Status Request Work Object Creation — for every claim submitted in the transaction



Claim Retrieval — sample business rules to retrieve claim from the sample database based on
the Claim Identifiers submitted on the 276 message. If a matching claim is not found, an
appropriate STC segment is returned on the outbound 277 message. If a matching claim is
found, system returns the claim status information in the STC segment of the 277 message.



X12 277 Message Generation — per the 2760/277 Implementation Guide

The following images are samples of screens users are likely to see and use when
processing these messages.

Menu Options for Processing Sample Claim Status Request Messages

Claim Status Request Message Processing Summary
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Claim Status Request Work Object

Message Side-By-Side Comparison

Key Rules
This table lists the key rules used in the processing of the X12
276 / 277 messages.

Rule Name

Rule Type

Function

Class: PegaHC-EDI-Work-ClaimStatusRequest
ProcessX12N276

Activity

Main activity to launch processing of 276 message

Process276Transaction

Collection

Main rule for processing 276 message

ParseTransaction

Collection

Parse message & prepare 277 response
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Rule Name

Rule Type

Function

ProcessClaimStatus

Collection

Maps message to work object and processes claim

Request

lookup

SendResponse

Collection

Generates 277 and sends message

ParseMessage

Activity

Parses 276 message

PrepareResponse

Activity

Prepares 277 message shell

MapMessageToWork

Activity

Maps 276 message to work object

SendMessage

Activity

Place holder to configure 277 message

ReviewX12

Activity

Provides side by side comparison of 276 and 277

Item

Adding Additional X-12 Transactions
The Foundation can be extended to support additional X12 transactions. This section
describes how to extend the classes and properties, and the supporting Parse Delimited and
Activity rules.

Extending the Classes and Properties
The classes and properties that come with the Foundation support the segments for the
messages listed before as defined in the corresponding ASC X12 Standards for Electronic
Data Interchange Technical Report Type 3 documents. Most of these segments are
common to all transaction types. When adding an additional transaction type, follow these
steps using the class structures provided for the existing transaction types as a guide:
1. Create classes for additional segments needed for new transaction type.


Examine the appropriate Transaction Set Implementation Guide to determine which additional
segments you need to create.



For each new segment, create an abstract sub-class in the
PegaX12-Data class following the naming convention of SegmentId_SegmentName (such as
NM1_IndividualorOrganizationalName). This name should be a generic name for the segment,
not specific to the usage in the transaction set.



Create a property for each of the data elements in the new segment class as defined in the
Transaction Set Implementation Guide.



Note the special handling of a component data element (see CAS_ClaimsAdjustment as an
example).

2. Create a class for the new transaction type itself.


Create a concrete class in the PegaX12-Data class for the new transaction type.



Under this newly created class for the transaction type, create an abstract class for each of the
loops defined in the Transaction Set Implementation Guide.



Create properties in each of the loop classes for each of the segments in that loop. This is an
iterative process as there are sub-loops contained in loops.
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Create an abstract class for the X12 object itself. For example, under the PegaX12-Data-N278
class, two classes are defined, HealthcareServicesRequest and
HealthcareServicesResponse. Create the properties for this class that make up the object,
using the newly defined classes for the loops. Note that the X12 object corresponds to the
entire functional group in the X12 message, so this X12 object class will most likely contain 3
properties: FunctionalGroupHeader and FunctionalGroupTrailer, each of which is a page
of the appropriate class and Transaction, which is a page list of the newly created transaction
class.

Parse Delimited Rules
Parse Delimited rules need to be created for each of the new classes you created for
segments that are not previously defined.
This example of a Parse Delimited rule uses the NM1_IndividualorOrganizationName class.

Creating Parse Delimited Rules
1. Create a Rule-Parse-Delimited instance for each newly created segment.


Use the appropriate PegaX12-Data- class for the Applies to part of

the key.



Use “ParseX12” for the Namespace part of the key.



Use the segment id for the Record Type part of the key.



Use an “*” for the delimiter and a “\” for the escape character.



Select Use Parse Details as the method and check Drain Remaining Data.



In the parsing details section:


Select Clipboard in the Map To field



Use the smart prompt in the Map To Key field to select each property in the segment
class
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For properties that are defined for component data elements, call another parse delimited rule
for the appropriate class by specifying Delimited ParseRule in the Map To field and the Record
Type of the parse rule you are calling in the Map To Key field.

2. Create a Rule-Parse-Delimited instance for each of the classes that were created to
support a component data element.


For the Applies To part of the key, be sure to use the same class as the calling Parse Delimited
rule.



Use “ParseX12” for the Namespace part of the key.



Use the property name for the composite data structure for the Record Type part of the key.



Use a “:” for the delimiter and a “\” for the escape character.



Select Use Parse Details as the method and check Drain Remaining Data.



In the parsing details section:


Select “Clipboard” in the Map To field



Use the smart prompt in the Map To Key field to select each property in the segment
class

Activity Rules
To support processing the X12 message (getting the X12 data onto the clipboard and ready
for processing by the application), create one new X12ParseMessage and update the
existing activity, X12ParseMessageType to support the new transaction type.

Creating the X12ParseMessage activity
Create a new X12ParseMessage (it must have this name) in the concrete class that was
previously created for the transaction type. Any of the X12ParseMessage activities provided
in the Foundation can be used as an example.
The first four steps in the activity are standard for all X12ParseMessage activities and are
required to parse the X12 message and put the data onto the X12Data page in the
clipboard.
The logic in the X12ParseMessage activity that is specific to the transaction type it is
processing can be found in the Java step. The Java code is written explicitly based on the
X12 layout for the transaction as defined in the Transaction Set Implementation Guide. The
basic logic of the Java is as follows:


Scan the message, processing a segment at a time.



By keeping track of the location in the message (the loop) and by looking at the segment ID,
determine the loop for this segment.



Once the current loop is determined, look at the segment ID and determine the property name
in the transaction type class to which this segment should be mapped.
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Call the appropriate Parse Delimited rule to parse the segment data and put it onto the
clipboard.

Once the Java is written, step 1 in the activity is complete. Steps 2, 3 and 4 can remain the
same as any of the X12ParseMessage activities provided. Step 2 updates data on the
Statistics Page of the clipboard to capture data about the processing of the X12 message
file. Steps 3 and 4 create an instance of the data object. Step 5 of X12ParseMessage would
probably be updated to call an activity to handle the transaction type as required by your
application.

Updating the X12ParseMessageType activity
The X12ParseMessageType activity must be modified for the new transaction type.
Update the “if” statement in the Java code segment below to recognize the code for the new
transaction type and its corresponding object class.
if (strSegmentLine[1].equalsIgnoreCase("HC"))
newObjClass = myStepPage.getProperty(".pxObjClass").toString() + "N837";
else if (strSegmentLine[1].equalsIgnoreCase("BE"))
newObjClass = myStepPage.getProperty(".pxObjClass").toString() + "N834";
else if (strSegmentLine[1].equalsIgnoreCase("HI"))
newObjClass = myStepPage.getProperty(".pxObjClass").toString() + "N278";
else
newObjClass = "UNKNOWN";

X12 Message De-batching Pre-Processor
The Foundation includes capability that separates individual transactions from a batch X12
file. X12 pre-processor component’s primary functionality is to act as gateway for all X12
transactions by separating batch file into individual X12 messages. The implementation uses
the factory method design pattern, has a provision to create factory of concrete classes
specific for each EDI transaction. This component is developed entirely in Java language, as
it being a background process.
The process assumes the X12 batch file has multiple transaction sets (ST-SE), a single
functional group (GS-GE), and wrapped in a single interchange (ISA-IEA). Its de-batching
routine dispatches separate individual X12 transactions either to the PRPC rules engine for
further processing or to pre-configured non-PRPC message queue.
The following are key rules leveraged in the de-batching pre-processor. The reference
implementation is configured for the X12 837 claim transaction.
Interface: X12Preprocessor

1. Java Method: public abstract void processX12Batch (String x12Batch). This method separates
individual claims from X12 batch and dispatches every claim message to configured message
queue.

2. Java Method: public abstract List<String> splitX12Batch (String x12Batch). This method
separates individual claims from X12 batch and returns a list of individual X12 message back
to PRPC rule engine.
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Design Extension:
N837Preprocessor is the reference concrete implementation of the X12Preprocessor
Other classes
1. X12PreprocessorAgent.java, acts as agent for factory classes, to invoke the appropriate
X12 batch pre-processor, or sets message queue information through specified Environments
objects
2. ActiveMQListener.java, creates message session, queue, consumer, and the SOAP URL to
be invoke to publish the individual X12 message. (for message queue simulation)
3. ActiveMQConnector.java, creates message server connection factory, session, queue and
producer channel. (for message queue simulation)
4. PreprocessorConstants.java, is an interface holds all constant string literals
5. EnvironmentInfo.java, is a value object that bundles all environments variables (batch id,
web service url, maximum consumers, messaging server url, x12 transaction type, queue
name, segment separator, data separator, broker name and jmx url)

This reference implementation for the X12 837 de-batch preprocessor has been
implemented for the following logic used while separating the individual claims:
•

Same Billing Provider Same Subscriber  Same Patient Multiple Claims

•

Same Billing Provider Same Subscriber Multiple Patients

•

Same Billing Provider Multiple Subscribers

•

Multiple Billing Providers

Other Activities
If your application requires that an X12 message is generated and sent out, an activity is
needed to build that X12 message. The N271 class contains an activity that builds an X12
message for an outgoing Eligibility Response called X12GenerateMessage. You can use
this activity as an example.
The process is as follows:


Based on processing within the application, the data is placed on a page in the clipboard in the
X12 structure similar to the X12Data page that was created from the inbound X12 message
process.



An activity similar to the X12GenerateMessage is called that has a Java step that pulls data off
the clipboard and moves it into a string buffer in the X12 format. Similar to the Java in the
X12ParseMessage activity, this Java uses the transaction type that is being processed as
defined in the TR3 document governing the message.
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Key Rules of Inbound/Outbound of 5010 834 5010 Message
Processing
Rule Name

Rule Type

Functional Description

X12EDIVersion5010Processing

Activity

Invoked upon submission of X12 834 process from
HC Sample Process landing page which further routes
control to respective activities for each X12 message
type.

ProcessX12N834

Activity

Starting activity for X12 834 processing where it
fetches the file name, opens the file and copies the
content to a page.

X12ParseMessageStart

Activity

Takes the input file content identifies delimiters for
the X12 file and parses to find which X12 message
format of the file is submitted.

X12ParseMessageType

Activity

Calls X12ParseMessage in the class of message type.

X12ParseMessage

Activity

Responsible for parsing the message and storing the
parsed data into page, and calls an activity to
generate an outbound message from the clipboard
object.

X12ProcessStart

Activity

Generate834Outbound

Activity

Calls Generate834Outbound activity for outbound
generation.
For outbound generation, this activity primary that
create page, and later invokes Prepare834Response
and Generate834

Prepare834Response

Activity

Parses input message.

Generate834

Activity

Copies the parsed data to a temp page and then
constructs the outbound through a custom routine
and finally sets the outbound message to a page.

ReviewX12

Activity

A popup window with inbound and outbound
messages displayed side-by-side for ease of review
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Chapter 5: HL7 Message Processing
Health Level 7 (HL7) is an ANSI-accredited standard for exchanging electronic health
information between medical applications. This standard defines a format for the
transmission of health-related information that supports clinical practice and the
management delivery and evaluation of health services. Information sent using the HL7
standard is sent as a collection of one or more messages, each of which transmits one
record or item of health-related information. This release of the HL7 Foundation supports
v2.2 and 2.3 of the messaging standard and is configured with a reference implementation
to demonstrate the real-time and batch intake of ADT (Admission Discharge Transfer)
messages (Events) and mapping the different events to a work object for processing. The
system also generates an Acknowledgement message for each Event. The configured rules
provide the ability to receive HL7 V2.2/ V2.3 message(s), process the received message(s)
and display the message(s) to the user.
The following HL& Events Types are supported:
Event
Type

Description

Version 2.2

A01

Admit a Patient

X

A02

Transfer a Patient

X

A03

Discharge a Patient

X

A04

Register a Patient

X

A05

Pre-Admit a Patient

X

A06

Transfer a Patient from Outpatient to Inpatient

X

A07

Transfer a Patient from Inpatient to Outpatient

X

A08

Update Patient Information

X

A19

Query Patient Record

X

A23

Delete a Patient Record

X

Version 2.3

X

Note: The pre-configured HL7 event message handling is limited to the ADT event types mentioned
above. The capability does not include field level validations for format and mandatory requirements. It is
expected that the custom mapping that leverages the common object model (data classes like Member)
from the Healthcare Industry Foundation layer will be done depending on the application / business need.
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HL7 Process Flow
There are two paths configured for file intake:


Path A - Simulate Sample Message Intake from Landing Page (pre-configured messages are
stored in the system as instances of Rule-File-Text)



Path B - Intake a message using File Listener (PRPC System Agent)

Additional appropriate integration methods can be (SOAP, MQ etc.) can be configured based
on customer environment.

PATH A - Simulated Message Intake via Landing Page
1. Login to the Foundation as Administrator@MyHealthPlan Password:
install
2. Navigate to the Process Sample HL7 messages section of the HC Sample
Processes Landing Page. Select the desired Event Type from the list
(sample pre-configured HL7 messages) and click Submit (to submit for
processing).

3. System parses selected message, maps the message segments and
properties to a work object and displays a review screen with the
mapped message.
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4. Review the work object with the mapped Event information.
5. Review the Input and acknowledgement messages (stored as attachment
to the work object).
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PATH B - Message Intake using File Listener
The system provides sample rule configurations for a File Listener, Service Package, and
Service Method to be able to intake and process a HL7 message.

Key HL7 Processing Rules
Rule
Type

Rule Name

Applies To

Description

Belongs to the

This is the Package name for the HL7File

HL7ServicePackage

listener access/support deployment of

File Listener Component Key Rules
Service

HL7ServicePackage

Package

services.
File Listener

HL7FileListener

Independent of class

This File listener reads the file from a shared
folder on the server registered to file listener,
and makes a call to ProcessHL7Message
Service method that will parse and create HL7
Work Object.

Service File

ProcessHL7Message

Belongs to the

This Service File rule is invoked from the File

HL7Service package

Listener to process the HL7 Message. It maps
the HL7 Message content of the file to
ClipBoard property HL7Message and makes a
call to StartHL7MessageProcess activity.

Activity

ProcessHL7Message

PegaHC-HL7-Data-

This activity performs parsing for each
segment of the HL7 message and creates a
WO, generates Acknowledgement and displays
the Harness as appropriate (WO display if
Single else Batch Statistics displays if Batch
HL7 file received).

Key Rules involved in HL7 Process
Activity

ProcessHL7File

PegaHC-HL7-Landing

The activity is invoked from the User Interface
when the user initiates the processing after
selecting a file. This activity in turn invokes

StartHL7MessageProcess.
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Rule
Type

Rule Name

Applies To

Description

Activity

StartHL7MessageProces

PegaHC-HL7-Data-

This activity starts the processing of

s

Batch/Single HL7 Message. If Batch, this rule
constructs each message. The activity
ProcessHL7Message is invoked to initiate
parsing of the segments in a message.

Activity

ProcessHL7Message

PegaHC-HL7-Data-

This activity performs the following for a HL7
message:
1. Create a Work object.
2. Parse each segment of the HL7 Message.
3.Generate Acknowledgment and attach to the
Work object.
4. Display the Harness.

Activity

SetDataForParsing

PegaHC-HL7-Data-

Parses

the

segments

by

invoking

the

appropriate Parse Delimited rule. This rule is
circumstanced on Version ID. The base version
of this rule is for HL7 Version 2.2. The
circumstanced version is for HL7 Version 2.3.
Activity

GenerateAcknowledge

PegaHC-HL7-Work-ADT

ment

This activity attaches the input message and
the acknowledgement for the received HL7
Message as files to the Work Object created.

Activity

AddHL7DetailsToBatchS

PegaHC-HL7-Work-ADT

tatistics

This activity sets the values used in the display
of Batch Statistics Summary.

Supporting a New HL7 Message Event
The Foundation currently showcases handling of the ADT event types A01-A08, A19, and
A23. The segments, which form a part of the event types, have been organized into 23
common Data classes. These segments can be re-used to handle other event types as well.
The parsing logic for the segments is invoked from the SetDataForParsing activity.
The common segments handled are:
Segment
ID

Description

Version 2.2

Version 2.3

ACC
AL1

Accident Information

X

X

Allergy Information

X

X

DG1

Diagnosis Information

X

X

DSC

Continuation Pointer

X

X

ERR

Error

X

X

EVN

Event Type

X

X

GT1

Guarantor Information

X

X

IN1

Insurance Information

X

X

IN2

Insurance Additional Information

X

X
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Segment
ID

Description

Version 2.2

Version 2.3

IN3
MRG

Insurance Additional Information, Certification

X

X

Merge Patient Information

X

X

MSA

Message Acknowledgement

X

X

MSH

Message Header

X

X

NK1

Next of Kin

X

X

OBX

Observation/Result

X

X

PID

Patient Identification

X

X

PR1

Procedures

X

X

PV1

Patient Visit

X

X

PV2

Patient Visit - Additional Information

X

X

QRD

Query Definition

X

X

QRF

Query Filter

X

X

UB1

Universal Bill Information

x

X

UB2

Universal Bill 92 Information

X

X

PD1

Additional Demographics

X

DB1

Disability Information

X

DRG

Diagnosis Related Group

X

ROL

Role

X
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Supporting Additional Segments and User Defined Z Segments
User Defined Segments in the HL7 Messages start with ‘Z’. A placeholder activity called
ParseZSegment has been created in PegaHC-HL7-Data- Class. This activity gets invoked
from the SetDataForParsing activity. The SetDataForParsing activity is configured to parse
the HL7 Message and invoke corresponding Parse Delimited Rules based on the segments in
the message.
To be able to handle custom Z segments follow the steps below:


Create a new Ruleset version.



Create a Data Class with all the properties for the new Z segment.



Create Parse Delimited Rule under the Data Class.



Call the Parse Delimited Rule in the ParseZSegment activity.

Another approach for handling Z segments or additional segments would be to modify the
appropriate Parse Delimited Rule in the SetDataForParsing activity as it currently
configured.
Rule
Type

Rule Name

Applies To

Description

PegaHC-HL7-Data-

This activity is invoked from

Customizable Rules
Activity

ParseZSegment

SetDataForParsing activity.
This place holder activity can be
used to include the steps for
processing custom ‘Z’ segments.
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